Anthropology in Action @ SDSU

In celebration of World Anthropology Day, check out the podcasts and videos showcasing CAL’s highly engaged faculty who demonstrate how anthropology can help solve the problems of our day.

PODCASTS and RADIO
AAA: Untold Stories of Urbanization | Ramona Pérez
Archaeology Podcast Network: Born a Slave, Died a Pioneer | Seth Mallios
ArchaeoTech Network: Computational Curious? | Isaac Ullah
First Voices Radio: Land Acknowledgments: Healing or Harming? | EJ Sobo
Midday Edition: Professor Digs Up Live Music History At SDSU | Seth Mallios
Sapiens.org: How Belonging Shapes the Vaccination Crisis | EJ Sobo
Sausage of Science: The Promise of Contemporary Primatology | Erin Riley
The Mist: Drugs, Cults, and Cultures | Casey Roulette

VIDEO
CBS-8: San Diego’s First Black Homesteader Seth Mallios
Fox TV Voices for Change: Fighting Covid in Underserved Communities | EJ Sobo
The San Diego Union-Tribune: A Scientist’s Life: Forensic Anthropology | Arion Mayes
SDSU NewsCenter: Zooarchaeology After Dinner Nicole Mathwich

For a meaningful future or a job you care about, consider majoring in anthropology at SDSU.

anthropology.sdsu.edu